More Problem-Solvers from Stroboframe
Flash/Umbrella Bracket
for Light Stands
Studio Lighting on Location
Achieve softer, better lighting on location with Stroboframe’s Flash/Umbrella
Bracket. This versatile bracket holds any flash and umbrella and mounts onto
any light stand. Quick and easy adjustments let you position and aim light
where desired. The flash is centered on the umbrella’s axis for even light
distribution. A standard Stroboframe flash mount is required for shoe or
handle-type flash units. A knob is included for mounting flash heads with
1/4"-20 sockets.

Stroboframe Camera Auto
Quick Release “QRC”
Mount and Dismount Your Camera Faster

The ultra-portable
Flash/Umbrella
bracket works with
any light stand,
umbrella and flash.

Features:
• Mounts onto any light stand with a mounting stud up to 5/8" diameter.
• Accepts umbrella shafts up to 3/8" diameter.
• Fully adjustable to maintain flash/umbrella centering.
• Heavy-duty, aluminum construction with baked-on, non-reflective finish.
• Large, easy-grip knobs for quick adjustments and secure locking.
• Folds flat for compact storage.
• Accepts all standard Stroboframe flash mounts, sold separately. Supplied
with standard 1/4"-20 flash mounting knob for flash units such as Lumedyne
or dedicated cords such as the Nikon SC-17.

Flash/Umbrella Bracket Specifications
Net Weight: 11.5 oz.
Includes: 1/4"-20 flash mounting screw
Suggested Accessories: Flash Mounts, Flash Quick Release
Catalog Number: 300-125

Think for a moment about the time you spend fumbling with screws while
attaching your camera or bracket to a tripod. Detaching it is not much quicker.
Now, consider the speed, convenience and safety of this instant, snap-in
mounting system.
The Stroboframe QRC is a compact, low-profile quick release that
automatically docks and locks your camera or bracket to a tripod. It releases
with a press of the locking lever. The QRC is also perfect for use with studio
stands and copy stands.
The system consists of a QR Receiver, which is mounted to the tripod,
and a QR Plate, which is attached to the camera. Many of our brackets have
an Integral QR Plate built in.
To use the Stroboframe QRC, lower the camera or bracket into the QR
Receiver and push down. “CLICK!” your camera is mounted and securely
locked into place. To remove the camera or bracket, squeeze the QRC’s lever
and lift out. The system is compatible with all 35mm and medium format
cameras. Camera Anti-Twist Plates can also be used with the system.
QRC systems are available as a complete kit, including a QR Receiver
and a QR Plate. Or, you can purchase the QR Receiver alone for use with
Stroboframe brackets that have Integral QR Plates. Standard QR Plates are also
sold separately.
The unique QRC Quick-Release system has many other applications.
For example, it is used with copy stands for faster, convenient film reloading
without disturbing the setup. In addition, it can be used for mounting spotting
scopes for birding and target shooting. Skydivers even use it to mount
cameras on their helmets!

QRC Camera Auto Quick Release Specifications
Net Weight: 5.5 oz.
Dimensions: 3.5L x 2W x 0.5"D
Maximum Load (camera/lens, flash bracket): 6.5 lbs.
Includes: Cork base pad
Suggested Accessories: Camera Anti-Twist Plates,
Extra camera mounting plates
Catalog Number: 300-QRC
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